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Before discovering a SodaStream that conveniently turns plain H2O from the tap into delicious, sparklingBefore discovering a SodaStream that conveniently turns plain H2O from the tap into delicious, sparkling

water, Josh Reames didn’t consume water at all. At least that’s what he told me. How his body survived such dehydration all those

years before his current fizzy infusion is up for question, but he seems to have survived and thrived.

Born in Dallas, educated in Chicago, and now residing in Brooklyn, Josh has garnered the interest of galleries and collectors at a brisk

pace. His studio exists in an unassuming building in a residential area of Bushwick, amid a dense, Puerto Rican enclave. Mediocre

street art murals are still minimal, and amenities like artisanal coffee shops, brunch spots and five-dollar scoops of ice cream have not

arrived—yet. His work addresses a multitude of ideas by employing emojis, text, geometric shapes and patterns, symbols, common

objects, plants and the occasional palm tree to construct a visual dialect on large canvases. Appearing in several group shows around

New York over the last few years, Josh’s paintings have become instantly distinguishable and engage a wide audience. Described as

paintings that couldn’t have been imagined before digital imaging, their appeal to our current image-searching and scrolling-obsessed

culture couldn’t be more opportune.

This is an excerpt from the June, 2016 issue of Juxtapoz Magazine, on newsstands worldwide and in our webstore.

Austin McManus:Austin McManus: You started painting right around the time when the Internet and social media, which you admit are integral to
your work, became ubiquitous in our culture. Can you explain how our current use of technology informs some of your ideas?
Josh Reames: I think the biggest influence of technology is the never-ending flow of images and information. The infinite blogrolls and

Google image searches and Wikipedia binges have fundamentally changed the way we consume information. Often, when I start

researching something, I find that I'll end up reading about things that have nothing to do with what I originally started with,

something I'm sure most people with the Internet do. I tend to make paintings like that.

I‘m fascinated by how emojis have quickly become a new universal language in our culture. The first time I sent them to my mom,
she had no idea what they were, and freaked out in a good way. Now, in just a few years, they have assimilated into everyday global
communication, and she uses them regularly. Since you incorporate a number of emojis into your paintings, I’m curious about their
role in your work.
It's modern-day hieroglyphics. Emojis operate in my paintings like any other object, number or image—they're all signifiers being

spilled into the picture frame. My imagery and content comes from what’s around me, and that includes emojis. I don't think of them

as being more or less important than any other image or brushmark in a painting. All of these things are objects being depicted in

various ways.

The other day, we briefly talked about being inundated with so many images now, and often unknowingly referencing other art or
ideas. Do you think, at this point in time, that this is somewhat unavoidable, short of turning off all glowing screens and alienating
yourself from contemporary culture?
Yeah, I think it is mostly unavoidable. I just don't think it matters when artists sometimes refer to other imagery and other artists. The

first artist likely didn't "own" that imagery anyway. We're all looking at the same shit. It's the problem with these "who wore it better"

websites; it doesn't take context into consideration. If you look at a three-inch image of two different artists, it shouldn't be too difficult

to draw some comparisons, but why? How is that useful? I don't think the answer is to turn off all electronics. I think it's better to be

aware of what’s around you, but I also think it's time to get over the idea of owning images.

In the past, you used the word “escapism” to loosely describe what your work tends to address. I’ve always loved the sound of that
word and its meaning.
I spent a few years using a lot of vacation and tropical imagery. I was interested in the kind of slippage between an idealized version of

something and the reality of it. Vacations are a good example; it's this hyper-idealized thing, but the actual experience is often quite

different. I always think about the Corona commercials with the people sitting in the beach chairs with their Coronas—the perfect

place with a perfect beverage. But Corona sucks, and those people are probably getting sunburned and sand in their underwear. I

guess that's what escapism is, though, the idea of something better.

----

Read the full interview in the magazine! Subscribe and save 60% off the newsstand price.
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WE THINK YOU'LL LOVE

Giorgiko: "What Is (and what is not)" @
Thinkspace Projects, Los Angeles

"I am inspired by children’s books. I love that words and images can play off
each other in a way that can be simple yet lovely, clever, and rich in meaning,"

says Trisha Inouye, one half of the hu

April 01, 2021

Painting

The Land of Fire and Ice: David Molesky
Travels to Iceland

In the back courtyard of my favorite cafe in San Francisco, I heard a familiar
intonation and, curious, asked if they were speaking Icelandic. “What, do you

recognize my accent from a Sigur Rós vi

April 01, 2021

Travel Insider

Aaron Johnson Portraying "Other Earths"
@ Almine Rech, Brussels

Other Earths is a very fitting title for Aaron Johnson's first solo exhibition with
Almine Rech, which we were lucky to see in person the other day in Brussels.

Showing alongside another debuting art

April 01, 2021

Painting

"B is For": Shaina McCoy @ Stems Gallery,
Brussels

Funny enough that just as I was closing my computer on another day of NFTs
just bombarding my every webpage and IG profile I had opened, I saw a post

about Shaina McCoy's new works. The exhibition,&n

April 01, 2021

Painting

Martin Wong & Aaron Gilbert "1981–2021"
@ P.P.O.W. Gallery

P.P.O.W. is pleased to present 1981–2021, a two-person exhibition featuring
the paintings of Brooklyn-based artist Aaron Gilbert and the late Chinese-

American painter Martin Wong. Sparking an inter

March 31, 2021

Painting

Tony Toscani: What a Day for a Daydream
“I need to put everything on hold for about a year,” Tony Toscani told me

when we met at his Brooklyn studio early in 2020 and talked about life, art
practice, and plans for the future. After cle

March 31, 2021

Painting

Emily Mae Smith's "Speculative Objects"
@ rodolphe janssen, Brussels

We've been continuously following the development and the trajectory of
Brooklyn-based artist Emily Mae Smith, so were thrilled to get the chance to

see her Brussels comeback with rodolphe janssen ga

March 31, 2021

Painting

Tondo 2021 Invites Into the Artists Own
Universe @ Spoke Art, San Francisco

We often talk about an artist's "universe," and when we say that we are talking
a lot about the artist's ability to create a unique aesthetic and recognizably

original world. Spoke Art has taken this

March 31, 2021

Painting

Come Up From This: Jean-Pierre Roy @
Gallery Poulsen, Copenhagen

During the past year, we've seen visuals that seemed unimaginable only a few
years ago,  which probably shifted our bar that sets reality from the surreal.

From deserted streets of the world's b

March 30, 2021

Painting

Stunning Portraits of Ellis Island
Immigrants

Augustus Francis Sherman, the chief registry clerk at New York's Ellis Island,
took these photographs of immigrants between 1904 and 1924. An avid

amateur photographer, Sherman's photographs ;wer

March 30, 2021

Photography

MEET David Shrigley’s April Fool
PROJECT, Volume 2

In seems like a dream, when a year ago, just as the world was strapping down
for the extraordinary onset of a global pandemic and shutdown, we were

looking at the first release joining AllRightsReser

March 30, 2021

Collectibles

Living in the Past: Jeremy Fish @ Haight
Street Art Center, San Francisco

Jeremy Fish has become, over the last twenty-five years, one of San
Francisco’s most recognizable and beloved artists. While Fish is usually based

in North Beach, he spent the end of 2020 living an

March 30, 2021

Studio Time

Radio Juxtapoz, ep 069: Chidinma Nnoli
and the Great Escape

In a new work by Lagos, Nigeria-based painter, Chidinma Nnoli, a woman
stands and looks through to the viewer, or maybe she's even looking at a

mirror and back to herself. The arches look familiar, a

March 29, 2021

Painting

Hernan Bas: A Certain Southern Gothic
There is a subtle inculcation from an early age that a penchant for the weird

does not predispose a successful career. Even though the creatives who sport
a quirky odd streak are warily admired, no o

March 29, 2021

Features

Lonely Hunter: Andrea Joyce Heimer @
Nino Mier Gallery, Los Angeles

Nino Mier Gallery is pleased to present the inaugural exhibition of paintings
and works on paper by Washington-based artist Andrea Joyce Heimer (b.

1981), on view until May 1st in Los Angeles. A reci

March 29, 2021

Painting

Danielle Orchard's "A Face For Every
Season" @ Half Gallery

From featuring her in our Summer 2019 issue, over catching up during the
first wave of lockdowns last year, to covering most of her most important

exhibitions, we're excited to see Danielle Orch   ;

March 29, 2021

Painting

Ed Ruscha: OKLA @ Oklahoma
Contemporary, Oklahoma City

This spring, Oklahoma Contemporary will present Ed Ruscha: OKLA, the first
solo exhibition of work by Ed Ruscha in the artist’s home state and home

town, and the second major exhibition in Oklahoma   ;

March 26, 2021

Installation

Academy of Art University: The Subaru
Project (Part 1)—A Brand is Born

Over the next 6 weeks, Juxtapoz will look at the progress of The Subaru
Project, Academy of Art University’s School of Industrial Design in San

Francisco work on creating a vision of the futur      ;

March 26, 2021

In Session

Austin Eddy's Light Reflecting Distance
"It is the light of the moon that causes this night reflecting distance in its own

light so coldly," this is a part of the Winter Solstice poem by Hilda Morley,
which inspired the title and the   ;

March 26, 2021

Painting

Apocalyptic / Sublime: David Maisel's
Aerial Photographs

In his carefully constructed, reality-based photographs, artist David Maisel
stages careful investigations that use unexpected perspectives to make the

invisible visible — in landscapes transformed

March 26, 2021

Photography

Juxtapoz Shop Exclusive: Anoushka
Mirchandani "A Closer Look" Print

We are excited to announce our newest print release with San Francisco-
based and India-born painter, Anoushka Mirchandani. For the Juxtapoz

exclusive release, we are presenting the A Closer Look

March 25, 2021

Collectibles

About Face: Woody De Othello @ Karma's
Online Viewing Room

The show entitled About Face with almost no faces featured in the works?!
Figure-based visuals in which the objects and setting are the ones creating

the atmosphere and narrative?! Add bold bright co

March 25, 2021

Painting

Onward 2.0: Figuration is the Focus @ La
Luz de Jesus, Los Angeles

I read a quote from Lucian Freud once that said "My object in painting
pictures is to try and move the senses by giving an intensification of reality."

I've always liked that, and in the case of figu

March 25, 2021

Installation

STILL LIVES: A Solo Exhibition by Derek
Weisberg @ Swivel Gallery, Brooklyn

“Flowers bloom for only a short time, so their beauty is of brief duration. So it is
with the life of man, which like a flower is bound by time.” —Sam Segal

March 25, 2021

Sculpture
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